AMS Student Life & Communications Committee

Report of October 2014

Goals

- Work towards planning the All-President Dinner – tentative date to end of February
- Visioning process for Faculty Cup in January
- Generate a proposal regarding Nest Nights
- Storm the Thunderbirds Game – Men’s and Women’s Basketball vs. UVic
- Work towards closer collaboration with AMS Events (Anna Hilliar)

Business

All-Presidents Dinner
Due to scheduling and logistical conflicts, the All-Presidents Dinner will be tentatively be postponed to Feb.26, potentially in the Nest. Bookings and rescheduling emails to UBC Administration and the Great Trekker Award recipient will be sent out very soon.

Faculty Cup
Meetings occur every Friday at 5:00pm. Headed by Alex Remtulla and Aaron Cheng, the committee is made up of 10 individuals. The event will be expanded into various components: opening ceremonies, festival and fairs across three venues, the sports tournament (organized by UBC REC), closing ceremonies and a post-event. Visioning for all components will occur until beginning of November.

Nest Nights
The purpose of Nest Nights is to utilize the Nest in a fun way on an ongoing basis, as well as providing alternative programming for all students. In collaboration with Anna Hilliar (AMS Events), a structure and proposal will be generated by the end of November.

Storm the Thunderbirds Game
With the purpose of supporting UBC Thunderbirds and raising campus spirit, in partnership with AMS Events, we will be holding a Storm the UBC Thunderbirds Basketball games on Friday Nov.7. Men’s and women’s basketball games vs. UVic will be occurring back-to-back. We will be connecting with the Pit for day-of specials and hosting a post-game event.
Motions to Council on October 22

None
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